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Abstract: In early 2019, Australia’s Northern Territory (NT) government announced the $106 million
funding and promotion of a new state-wide Territory Arts Trail featuring Indigenous art and culture
under the banner “The World’s biggest art gallery is the NT.” Some of the destinations on the Arts Trail
are Indigenous art centres, each one a nexus of contemporary creativity and cultural revitalisation,
community activity and economic endeavour. Many of these art centres are extremely remote and
contend with resourcing difficulties and a lack of visitor awareness. Tourists, both independent and
organised, make their travelling decisions based upon a range of factors and today, the availability of
accessible and engaging online information is vital. This makes the quality of the digital presence
of remote art centres, particularly their website content, a critical determinant in visitor itineraries.
This digital content also has untapped potential to contribute significant localised depth and texture
to broader Indigenous arts education and comprehension. This article examines the context-based
website content which supports remote Indigenous art centre tourism and suggests a strategic
framework to improve website potential in further advancing commercial activities and Indigenous
arts education.

Keywords: Australian Indigenous art; Indigenous tourists; art centres; websites; cultural
tourism; education

1. Introduction

Several friends recently planning extended driving holidays through Central and Western Australia
asked for suggestions and advice, hoping to visit remote Aboriginal art centres en route. They had
attempted their own research but had often encountered a puzzling lack of detail and clarity when
searching online. Art centres have a digital presence—websites and social media accounts—but
the tourists had difficulty grasping the scope of experiences that they might encounter. Given the
vast distances and often challenging road conditions in the Central and Western desert regions of
Australia, refining the pre-planning for a remote Aboriginal art centre visit was considered essential.
These visitors were arguably the ‘ideal’ cultural tourists: curious, culturally aware and well-prepared
independent travellers who were actively seeking to broaden their understanding of Aboriginal art
and culture—yet they hesitated to make their decisions without more information.

Whether independent or organised, tourists make their travelling decisions based upon a range of
factors. Today, the availability of accessible, engaging online information is virtually non-negotiable
(Cooper and Hall 2016). This makes the quality of a remote Indigenous art centre’s digital
presence—particularly that of its website—a critical determinant in visitor itineraries and one which
this article argues should be optimised. This article synthesizes research identifying the most important
attributes of remote Indigenous tourism for Australian consumers (Akbar 2016), and perceived barriers
to Indigenous tourism, with the development of strategic, information-rich art centre website content.
In addition, it is also argued that existing art centre website content often appears to underutilise its
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capacity to contribute greater depth and texture to broader Indigenous arts education and insight.
In light of this, an Indigenous art centre website framework is developed for content which jointly
supports informed cultural tourism and localised Indigenous arts education.

Art centre websites have a global reach and art centres themselves have a mandate for the
transmission of Indigenous culture into the world beyond their community (Parliament of Australia
2007). These two preconditions allow art centres to take a strategic position as global providers of
website content enabling a rich insight into the localised social, cultural and historical contexts of
remote contemporary Indigenous art, and as providers of website content which addresses the interests
of prospective art centre tourists with tailored information. Fortunately for art centres, there is a great
deal of congruence to be found in developing strategic website content which meets the criteria for both.

Section 2 of this article describes the Indigenous art centre model, identifying some of its unique
characteristics, constraints and activities, including the potential for diversification through cultural
tourism. Section 3 focuses on understanding Indigenous art centre involvement in Australia’s new
Northern Territory Arts Trail campaign and highlights existing research into Indigenous tourism
uptake. The potential for art centres to make tailored online information available to inform and
interest prospective cultural tourists is consequently identified as a particular opportunity. Section 4
proposes that art centres enhance their websites with strategic content to help overcome perceived
barriers to remote cultural tourism and to cultivate greater understanding and competencies in tourists.
Existing research identifying the most important attributes of remote Indigenous tourism for domestic
consumers (Akbar 2016) is utilised as a basis for sharpening and refining content. In Section 5, the
additional aim of enhancing art centre websites to support Indigenous arts education is developed
using an approach which encourages cross-cultural connections between art and audiences through
explanations of social, cultural and historical contexts (Vogel 2013). This context-driven approach
is transformed into a strategic art centre website framework for content which also, fortuitously,
incorporates many important remote Indigenous tourism attributes (Akbar 2016) as well as being
supportive of the sales activities of an art centre.

The overriding objectives of this website framework are twofold: firstly, to provide effective
content to inform, interest and potentially influence tourist decision making and, secondly, to position
art centre websites as globally accessible platforms for providing rich cross-cultural insight into the
localised social, cultural and historical contexts of Indigenous art.

This article is written from a commercial arts administration perspective. However, it is essential
that artists and art centres direct and manage any implementation of the art centre website framework
within their own self-determined parameters.

2. Australian Indigenous Art Centres: Activities and Constraints

There are over 100 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander-owned art centres in Central and Northern
Australia.1 As intercultural enterprises which reflect the localised, contemporary lived Indigenous
experience in different parts of Australia, many art centres are uniquely positioned to engage with
visitors on multiple levels if they so choose. Each one operates within its own self-determined
capacities as a primary location in its community for Indigenous art production and distribution
(Parliament of Australia 2007), with communities sometimes comprising only several hundred people
or fewer. Most remote art centres are located on country, where many Indigenous people prefer to
live in intimate connection with the land (Figure 1). Some remote communities are inaccessible by
road at certain times of the year and they might experience extreme summer temperatures, yet their
art centres fulfil a diverse range of essential community-based mandates and functions year-round:
Indigenous cultural maintenance and revitalisation; income generation and professional development

1 https://desart.com.au/who-we-are/, http://ankaaa.org.au/about/, and https://iaca.com.au/art-centres (accessed on
23 August 2019).
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for artists; employment and training in the art centre for community members and as unofficial ‘drop-in’
centres offering a point of contact to other services such as legal, health and aged care (Riederer 2018;
Parliament of Australia 2007; Altman 2005). Art centres are governed by a board of local Indigenous
community members with the day-to-day operations forming the responsibility of an art centre
manager who is employed to meet a skills-based need (Jones et al. 2019).
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The role of the art centre manager is a pivotal one. In many cases, artists speak multiple Aboriginal
languages with English as an additional language (Simpson 2019) and therefore communication must
be managed accordingly. Strength in every aspect of successfully operating and growing a small to
medium business in an isolated location with limited resources is required (Riederer 2018) and this
often necessitates an inventive solutions-based approach. The culturally sensitive ability to build
strong community ties, to provide individual and appropriate arts advice and to establish and maintain
relationships between staff, artists, art centre directors, institutions and galleries is crucial to the success
of the art centre. Pursuing multiple opportunities for exhibiting the artists’ work in institutions,
galleries, art fairs and markets is vital and often requires travelling long distances with artists under
challenging conditions (Parliament of Australia 2007; Riederer 2018; Altman 2005). Furthermore,
an art centre manager may be asked to assist with an artist’s personal affairs, such as helping with
paperwork and sourcing services (Wroth 2016). Most art centres operate under considerable staff,
funding and location constraints and the development of new projects can be particularly challenging
and time-consuming to implement (Altman 2005; Parliament of Australia 2007).

Art centres are expected to work cooperatively with government and service industries under an
operational framework defined by the Indigenous Art Centre Plan. A number of business, cultural and
strategic objectives are specified in this Plan, including the development and maintenance of an art
centre website (Australian Government 2018). An art centre or its member artist is usually supported
by a peak body, such as Desart in Alice Springs, which provides access to advocacy, marketing and
business support to over forty art centres in Central Australia (1). To remain financially viable, art
centres generally rely in part on State and Federal funding and philanthropy to augment their income
from the sale of art and merchandise (Congreve and Burgess 2017). Ultimately, Altman (2005) describes
art centres as hybrid organisations “ . . . at once cultural and commercial, local and global, Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal—fundamentally inter-cultural . . . ”.

Diversifying income streams through cultural tourism is viewed by some art centres as
an opportunity to promote additional economic independence and agency for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander communities. Indeed, the Indigenous Art Centre Plan advocates for diversification
strategies as a particular goal (Australian Government 2018). Cultural tourism is pursued by art
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centres and communities in varying ways, from drop-in art centre gallery visits to the offering of
culturally driven, highly immersive multi-day experiences for visitors (Butler 2017). In addition, some
art centres are now actively promoted as particular tourism destinations by Australia’s Northern
Territory government through their recently announced Territory Arts Trail initiative.2 The decision to
promote an art centre as a visitor destination however, remains in the hands of its board members
and the community. On that basis, and for many different reasons, not every art centre is prepared
to pursue visitor-based cultural tourism as a diversifying strategy or indeed as a specific means of
cross-cultural engagement (Butler 2017).

The term ‘cultural tourism’ tends to be associated with concepts of commodification (Watson et al.
2012; Ryan 2005), and this fuels unresolved debates about what, if anything, constitutes authenticity in
the tourist experience (Watson et al. 2012). In putting aside the loaded issue of authenticity, cultural
tourism can also be considered through the lens of the ‘tourism moment’ (Crouch 2012). Crouch (2012)
describes the potential cognitive disruption and transformation of a tourism moment “as complex,
enormously variable but surprisingly situated in one simple thing: the sometimes awkward, sometimes
wonderful moments of negotiating who we are, how we feel in being alive” (Crouch 2012, p. 23).

Such a description has some clear parallels with particular ways in which our horizons
can be expanded—and yet also intensely focused—when we engage deeply with works of art.
The phenomenological framing (Ingram 2005) of embodiment and experience that Watson et al. (2012)
also ascribes to the tourism moment has an interesting resonance with the individual process
of subjective and sensory meaning-making to be found in the detailed contemplation of art.
Andrews (2009) describes the performance of tourism as being “composed of times . . . moments that
pierce that rhythm . . . and give rise to a heightened state of self and group awareness” (Andrews 2009).
It is not surprising then that the fully embodied experience of visiting a remote Indigenous art centre,
where the art itself reflects the artists’ local contemporary and cultural contexts, might give rise to
a sense of cultural dislocation which ‘pierces the rhythm’ of preconceptions and assumptions. It is
both the act of performing art centre tourism (Crouch 2012)—journeying, seeing, hearing, feeling—and
the specific contemplation of the art found there that can add richness and depth to any pre-existing
understanding and expand an in situ recognition of the significance of country, culture and agency for
remote Indigenous communities.

3. Indigenous Cultural Tourism and Australia’s Territory Arts Trail

The Territory Arts Trail is a recently announced and evolving campaign. Australia’s Northern
Territory government is investing $106 million to promote the Territory’s diverse Indigenous art and
culture for its potential economic, social and cultural benefits. Art centres, festivals, Aboriginal rock art
sites, art galleries, art fairs and cultural tours are all included (2). The centrepiece of the Territory Arts
Trail is intended to be a National Aboriginal Art Gallery in Alice Springs, the concept and planning for
which is under negotiation.3

The Arts Trail is conceived as a regionalised network of Indigenous art and cultural destinations
within six NT geographic areas: Darwin and surrounds, Arnhem Land, the Katherine region, Kakadu
and surrounds, the Alice Springs area and Uluru and surrounds.4 This is a staged campaign with
existing visitor-ready arts and cultural experiences and sites already included on the Arts Trail
with more to be added as other destinations meet NT Tourism’s operational checklist requirements.
In addition to visitor infrastructure and accessibility, there is an emphasis on active websites and
a social media presence.5

2 http://newsroom.nt.gov.au/mediaRelease/28652 (accessed on 20 July 2019).
3 https://creativeeconomy.nt.gov.au/about-arts-trail/national-aboriginal-art-gallery (accessed on 29 August 2019).
4 https://northernterritory.com/things-to-do/art-and-culture/territory-arts-trail (accessed on 20 July 2019).
5 See footnote 2 for a link to The Arts Trail Fact Sheet.
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In 2017, the Northern Territory government announced opportunities for Indigenous arts and
cultural enterprises to receive funding through the Arts Trail Regional Stimulus Grant Program.
Funding has been made available for the upgrade of infrastructure and to improve access to and
promotion of tourism experiences in preparation for the Territory Arts Trail’s 2019 marketing campaign.6

To date, over 25 Northern Territory art centres have received approximately $3.2 million in grant
funding for various tourism initiatives under the terms of the Grant Program.7

The target market for the Territory Arts Trail is identified as the domestic Australian traveller
aged 35–49, who has a pre-existing interest in Indigenous art and culture and is seeking “new and
distinctive experiences”.8 Interestingly, the campaign is not specifically directed at the mobile so-called
Grey Nomad traveller who comprises 29% of the total caravanning population and often spends
many months travelling widely in remote parts of Australia (Australian Government 2017). Nor are
international travellers actively pursued under this campaign but there is an expectation of a flow-on
effect (8). Advertising for the Territory Arts Trail containing vivid Northern Territory imagery is aimed
at high foot traffic areas in major Australian cities with the primary message ‘The World’s biggest art
gallery is the NT’ (8) (Figure 2).
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The Territory Arts Trail is arguably aspirational. The underlying demand for Indigenous
tourism experiences is considered difficult to determine due to long-term incomplete data capture
and methodological inconsistencies (Ruhanen and Whitford 2017; Mahadevan 2017). The accepted
definition of an ‘Indigenous tourist’ as “a person who participates in at least one Indigenous tourism
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activity during their tourism experience” (Australian Government 2011) may be too broad for accuracy
(Ruhanen et al. 2015). Ruhanen et al. (2015) and Ruhanen and Whitford (2017) have suggested that,
together, these factors have led to overly optimistic expected demand and spending figures when
compared to historical data. There is corresponding concern amongst some tourism researchers that
government rhetoric promoting the perception of high levels of demand for Indigenous tourism is
unsupported (Ruhanen and Whitford 2017; Akbar 2016), with tourist participation significantly lower
than is generally believed.

An ‘Indigenous tourism activity’ is defined as a visit to an Indigenous site or community,
or an experience with an Indigenous cultural activity or display (Australian Government 2011).
Through their own analysis, Ruhanen et al. (2015) found that not only is the level of awareness of
Indigenous tourism opportunities low amongst domestic and international tourists—25% and 20%
respectively—but that those with a preference for engaging in Indigenous tourism experiences comprise
only 12% of all tourists and those with the intention to participate sit at just 2%. Along with low
tourist awareness, a general domestic tourist malaise due to ‘backyard’ familiarity appears to exist
(Mahadevan 2017) and ambivalence that can be partially ascribed to the impact of negative media
attention on remote Indigenous communities (Ruhanen et al. 2015). High travel costs to remote
locations and the constraints of limited vacation time may add further doubt to tourist decision making
(Akbar 2016; Ruhanen et al. 2015). The NT government’s advertising campaign for the Territory Arts
Trail is arguably attempting to address only the macro level of the Indigenous tourism ‘awareness’
issue. As a consequence, remote art centres on the Territory Arts Trail, along with those located
elsewhere in Australia, may benefit from being particularly strategic in making comprehensive and
compelling online information available to engage the interest of potential tourists.

4. Art Centre Websites, Social Media and Cultural Tourism

This article now turns its attention to the development of information-rich art centre website
content for cultural tourism purposes. Domestic tourists are of particular interest because they are
identified as the target market for the Territory Arts Trail. In addition, website content rather than
social media activity is the preferred platform for two reasons: firstly, because control over website
content is maintained entirely by the art centre and secondly, due to the way in which websites
are likely to be used for information gathering by consumers. While there is a dearth of current
literature on the use of digital platforms in relation to art centres specifically, some previous research
has confirmed that websites are considered critical to art centres and Indigenous tourism businesses
generally (Bendor and Acker 2015; Petersen 2015; Akbar 2016).

By way of essential background, in 2018, 72% of small businesses (1–19 staff) in Australia had
business websites, with the highest website penetration seen in the Cultural, Recreational and Personal
Services sectors at 85% (Sensis 2018a). However, only 51% of small businesses had a social media
presence (Sensis 2018a). Arguably, this suggests that consumers of information who act based on
their prior experiences are most likely to first seek specific information from an art centre’s website.
In addition, links from a business website generate the most social media traffic and higher visibility
(Pant and Pant 2018; Sensis 2018b).

Websites reflect an enterprise’s identity and shape a consumer’s opinion about that enterprise—they
are a virtual front-of-house. Shaltoni (2017) found that while social media is relatively easy to manage
as a small business tool and generally costs little other than time to establish and maintain, websites
will continue to be important into the near future because they allow full control of content with
better search engine marketing and branding: “In other words, social media business pages are very
important, but not enough” (Shaltoni 2017). This is a point that art centres should consider carefully
when focusing their attention on their digital presence; comprehensive websites along with actively
managed social media accounts both serve important and complementary purposes. The peak body
Desart suggests that its art centre members largely focus their digital efforts in social media activity,
particularly Instagram (Holcombe-James 2018). However, this article argues there is value in ensuring
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that a strategic and comprehensive art centre website exists alongside of any social media activity.
In 2018, a surveyed majority of small businesses in Australia indicated that their websites had improved
their business effectiveness largely due to increased exposure to their consumers, whereas social
media’s perceived main advantage was in marketing and sales (Sensis 2018a, 2018b).

Most if not all remote art centres have websites. As mentioned previously, this is part of the
Indigenous Art Centre Plan (Australian Government 2018) and many art centres sell their artists’ work
online. However, a review of a number of remote art centre websites within the Northern Territory and
beyond suggests that the potential exists to significantly enhance their content and embed far greater
localised social, cultural, historical and geographic context around the art. This is, in effect, a subtle
re-positioning of art centres as particular agents of knowledge transfer. Such web content instantly
becomes a globally accessible and centralised repository of comprehensive text and images which are
selected and managed by the art centre. As will be explained, it is information which may influence
tourist decision making as well as facilitate greater localised Indigenous arts insight, and potentially,
research. This is, of course, in addition to a website’s online art sales function, which is central to many
art centre websites (Petersen 2015; Bendor and Acker 2015). In an approach of this kind—which is
an art centre-driven undertaking—Indigenous artists have self-determined authorial scope and their
voices have the power to directly educate and inform the cultural perceptions and understanding of
a global audience.

As noted already, art centres operate under significant funding and staffing constraints and the
enhancement of website content is no small project. However, options for supporting such a project
exist. Conducting the research, interviews and the photography/video production needed could be
managed by the art centre in collaboration with tertiary and cultural institutions through tailored
programs undertaken by arts research interns and writers in residence. Professional arts writers and
researchers can also be located through consultancy registers. Funding for website enhancement
could be sourced through grants, including the Arts Trail Regional Stimulus Grant Program or the
Commonwealth’s Indigenous Visual Arts Industry Support Program (IVAIS), which provides funding
to art centres for activities that contribute to “the continued production, exhibition, critique, purchase
and collection of Indigenous visual art” (Australian Government 2018–2019). Funding and necessary
skill sets may also be sourced through corporate sponsorship and philanthropy, including engagement
with volunteers. It is essential however, that the direction and oversight of such a project remains in
the hands of the artists and art centre.

If there is no information, or no positive information about a destination, tourists will not visit
(Hinch and Butler 2009). This underscores the importance of information that is easily accessible for
travellers and optimised for mobile devices. It also underwrites the Territory Arts Trail’s emphasis on
digital capabilities (8). Furthermore, Ruhanen and Whitford (2017) make the clear point that educational
strategies must be scaffolded around Indigenous tourism by both governments and tourism enterprises
in order to enhance cultural understanding and competencies in tourists. Comprehensive art centre
websites incorporating extensive localised social, cultural and historical text and images can support
this education process and prime pre-visit knowledge and interest. This seems especially important
for independent travellers sourcing their own travel information, but also has relevance for those
travelling with organised tour groups who visit art centres.

Some of the perceived barriers to the uptake of Indigenous tourism have been identified in the
literature (Akbar 2016; Mahadevan 2017; Pomering and White 2011; Ruhanen et al. 2015): perceptions
that Indigenous tourism is ‘inauthentic;’ concerns regarding remote travel; perceptions that Indigenous
tourism experiences are not diverse and are already familiar to domestic tourists, along with the effect
of damaging racial stereotypes and negative media attention. If these barriers to tourist participation
are recognised by art centres, there is potential to address them. Strategic website content providing
images and descriptions of the diverse visitor experiences and impressions to be found at the art
centre and which counter pre-conceptions could be effective in this role. Additionally, descriptions on
the art centre website of localised cultural information explaining language groups, kinship systems,
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storylines and custodianship obligations in a way that is acceptable to the community can support
deeper cross-cultural awareness and interest—particularly when it is available to users in a centralized,
accessible location. For example, the Central Land Council’s website9 provides cultural information
of this kind which offers an interesting context for art-making activities—but only if tourists know to
search for it.

Akbar’s (2016) doctoral research identified the attributes that are of most importance to Australian
domestic consumers when considering remote Indigenous tourism—highly relevant information for art
centres promoting their tourism experiences whether they are located on or off the Arts Trail. In order
of preference the attributes are: breathtaking landscapes; iconic landmarks; economic development;
interaction with local people; Dreaming stories; high quality fresh produce such as seafood; safety
and preparation; meeting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people; Australian history; quality
family/social time (Akbar 2016). A number of these preferred features are central to art centre tourism.
Incorporating this information into website content where appropriate arguably has the potential to
inform, refine and possibly influence tourists’ decision making.

Augmenting an art centre website with high-quality images and video of the surrounding
landscape; images and video of artists working and on country; quotes from artists; explanations of
the social, historical and cultural contexts within which the community operates—language, schooling,
employment opportunities, health services—all paint a picture of contemporary community life
which shapes the artists’ work and may also pre-prime particular interests in visitors. For example,
Iwantja Arts’ website10 includes artist quotes and images in a way that captures aspects of their
contemporary lives in Indulkana in South Australia and is both engaging and informative. Warmun
Art Centre,11 located in Western Australia, includes website images of bush trips undertaken by artists
and describes the important cultural rejuvenation, education and artistic development benefits found
in those experiences.

Akbar’s (2016) findings indicate that Indigenous cultural tourists tend to be highly educated.
This suggests they are likely to value undertaking their own in-depth research into art centre tourism
options. Providing descriptive cultural, social and historical contexts for art-making as well as video
and images, particularly of the physical geography of the community, may help tourists in selecting
and favourably anticipating the likely scope of their art centre experiences.

Building cultural knowledge and competencies in Indigenous tourists is critical (Ruhanen and
Whitford 2017) and the type of social and cultural information found on the website of art centre
Buku-Larrnggay Mulka,12 located in Northeast Arnhem Land, is an example of this. It includes
extensive video footage as well as specific information on clans, language, names and spiritual themes
and clan-based modern history. Another strategy is leveraging business awards, particularly as
economic development is viewed as an important tourism attribute. Ikuntji Artists13 in Central
Australia displays images of their artists receiving a recent business award. This adds context and
credibility to an art centre’s profile, particularly in the face of historical negative media attention
towards Indigenous communities (Akbar 2016). Website links to media articles, publications and
representing galleries and exhibition histories provide potential visitors with additional insight and
a sense of an art centre’s scope of activities.

Promoting the relational nature of the social and cross-cultural exchanges, insights, connections
and interpersonal experiences to be found in a visit to an art centre appears to be especially important
(Jones et al. 2016). Artists taking on the role of educators and teachers, such as in an art centre-run
workshop for example, can alter visitors’ preconceptions. In addition, Carson (2017) suggests that

9 https://www.clc.org.au/articles/info/aboriginal-kinship (accessed on 3 August 2019).
10 http://www.iwantjaarts.com.au/our-artists (accessed on 3 August 2019).
11 https://warmunart.com.au/culture/bush-trips/ (accessed on 3 August 2019).
12 https://yirrkala.com/category/clan/ (accessed on 7 August 2019).
13 https://ikuntji.com.au (accessed on 6 August 2019).
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tourists who seek to experience the ‘backstage’ of cultural destinations are also motivated by the
opportunity to ‘make,’ ‘do’ and also ‘watch.’ An immersive creative or cultural experience is something
that art centres such as Maruku Arts14 at Uluru promote through their website with their painting
workshops, and Waringarri Aboriginal Arts15 at Kununurra offer through their art centre and on-country
walking tours. Websites should certainly be the platform upon which immersive art centre experiences,
including multi-day educational field schools and volunteer opportunities, are explained fully, not the
least as markers of their location-specific difference and diversity (Butler 2017).

The remoteness of some art centres as tourist destinations can be considered either a positive or
a negative, depending on tourist attitudes and a range of variables such as transport, time available
and tolerance for risk and discomfort (Akbar 2016). Smith (2012) makes the point that the journey to
and from a cultural site is part of the process of negotiating and creating meaning before arrival at the
destination; that a commitment is being made to the entire embodied experience. This aspect of active
choice in the adventure of remote travel, and the potential for accessing unique and ‘breathtaking
landscapes’ can be a valuable point of positive difference in the location details explained on an art
centre’s website—along with thoroughly detailed instructions on how to reach the art centre, under
what conditions travel may be attempted, whether permits are required for travelling on Aboriginal land
and specific instructions for how to request those permits. Information is key (Hinch and Butler 2009).

5. Art Centre Websites as Platforms for Greater Insight into Indigenous Art and Culture

Whilst the potential economic and socio-cultural benefits to art centres derived from tourism
campaigns such as the Territory Arts Trail could have positive community impacts (Ruhanen and
Whitford 2017), Indigenous art centres have always operated under unique mandates. The Australian
Senate Inquiry Indigenous Art—Securing the Future (Parliament of Australia 2007) confirmed that
“4.7 Art centres have two key cultural roles: they facilitate the maintenance of Indigenous culture
within the community, as well as facilitating the transmission of that culture to the world beyond the
community” (Parliament of Australia 2007). Cultural tourism is just one of the ways in which art
centres might fulfil this mandate and there are, of course, many others. Art centre managers actively
seek global relationships with galleries and institutions to create opportunities for the exhibition and
sale of contemporary Indigenous art. Artists participate in nation-wide art awards which draw large
audiences such as the annual National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art Awards and the
Wynne Prize for landscape. Art and craft, such as spinifex or pandanus weaving, printed fabric and
punu, or wood carving, are showcased in galleries and art fairs; art is sold online through art centre
websites and onsite through art centre galleries. Joint projects are undertaken with non-Indigenous
designers, such as the recent collaboration between artists from the remote Mangkaja art centre in
Western Australia and Australian fashion label Gorman (ABC Kimberley 2019). In addition, ties are
formed with tertiary institutions, enabling diverse Indigenous arts and culture research. In light of
this mandate for cultural transmission, art centres—which are clearly foundational to the Indigenous
arts sector—also have a unique grassroots opportunity to add much depth and accessibility to global
Indigenous arts education and research via the authority of their own websites.

Interpreting and comprehending remotely produced Indigenous art requires an extensive matrix
of knowledge: Indigenous cultural origins and visual systems, the ways meaning is communicated
through art and an awareness of the social and historical conditions giving rise to its production
(Myers 1994; Morphy 2008; Girgirba and Taylor 2017). Implicit in this knowledge matrix is a recognition
of the intrinsic transcultural factors that have shaped Indigenous art since colonisation (Morphy 2008).
As with the promotion of art centre tourism, expansive website content designed for the education of
audiences—that is, cultural ‘transmission’—can provide grassroots social, cultural and historical context

14 https://maruku.com.au/tours-workshops/exclusive/dot-painting-workshop/ (accessed on 6 August 2019).
15 https://www.waringarriarts.com.au/tours/ (accessed on 6 August 2019).
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which is reflective of the contemporary lived experience of an artist in their community. Increasingly
globalised ‘art worlds’ and a burgeoning art industry of collectors and investors have particular interests
in context, and the understanding of context supports the making of those cross-cultural connections
(Vogel 2013). In today’s globalised world, these connections must be driven by an appreciation of
cross-cultural similarities, hybridities and differences. Digital platforms such as art centre websites
have the potential to build greater contextual connections between the art and a global audience, with
the increase in art collector and investor numbers also a major driver of demand for information which
can be found easily and rapidly online (Vogel 2013).

An enhanced ‘knowledge transfer’ role played by art centres may also support the ability to
sustain art sales in a global market. Acker (2016) identifies the need to contextualise Indigenous art for
audiences as crucial to its future commercial viability. He maintains that education cannot be left to
chance. Some international audiences in particular need a great deal of contextual background to form
meaningful insight into Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art (Acker 2016). Indeed, McLean (2013)
has suggested that the contemporary art world is such a highly contested space that Indigenous
artists must actively seize what they want, they cannot rely on slow and uncertain change. Expansive,
contextual art centre website content which promotes arts education can therefore also support to
an art centre’s sales activities. One only has to wander through an art fair to see potential buyers
searching for artist and art centre information on their phones.

Vogel (2013) is specific about information which has a critical relevance for creating cross-cultural
context around art. Her approach focuses on social, historical and cultural links between the art and its
audience and therefore has particular resonance with the way in which Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander art must be comprehended (Morphy 2008; Myers 1994; Neale 2014). Vogel describes the
making of cross-cultural connections between art and audiences in the following way: discussing art
in terms of values, its role in society, and in terms of contemporary developments; considering art in
relation to social, economic, political and scientific global developments, and making connections to
“build bridges between traditions, cultures, and historical eras” (Vogel 2013).

In concrete terms, Vogel’s approach for placing valuable context around art for audiences can
also be transformed into a strategic framework for website content. In doing so, we also conveniently
incorporate a number of the important Indigenous tourism preferences identified in Akbar’s (2016)
research including local geography and landscape, insight into Indigenous communities, economic
development, Dreaming stories and Australian history. A website based on Vogel’s approach with
descriptive text, images and video reflecting and describing the contexts of Indigenous art may therefore
have multiple potential benefits: supporting Indigenous self-determination and cultural knowledge
retention, enhancing arts education and research, as well as promoting the art centre’s commercial
objectives of sales and tourism. When curated by the art centre, it reinforces the artists’ own agency
and self-determination in this knowledge transfer. Certainly, galleries and institutions also provide
valuable online descriptive text and images for exhibiting artists, but this is managed largely at the
discretion of the gallery or institution.

A tailored art centre website using Vogel’s context-driven approach for making connections
between Indigenous art and its audiences would include the following elements adapted as appropriate:

• High-quality images and descriptions of the physical location of the art centre including its
surrounding community and, importantly, its natural environment. As an example, some of
the images seen on the website of Mimili Maku Arts16 located in South Australia depict artists
displaying their work in interesting ways within the dramatic local landscape.

• Descriptions of the contemporary social contexts for art production in the community. This
includes culturally sensitive explanations of such things as inherited cultural rights and authority,
gender responsibilities and opportunities for education and employment. An example of this can

16 https://www.mimilimaku.com (accessed on 22 August 2019).

https://www.mimilimaku.com
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be seen on the website of Injalak Arts17 from West Arnhem Land, which incorporates localised
language, community, country and custodianship information into its ‘Culture’ webpage.

• Descriptions of the contemporary cultural contexts for art production, such as the significance of
Dreaming cosmology, connection to country and the contemporary and customary role and value
of art in society. These are fundamental to gaining insight into the art.

• Identification of current and historical issues affecting the local community and region such as
land rights and environmental matters. An example of this is evidenced in the Pormpuraaw
Art and Culture Centre’s18 webpage describing the use of ‘ghost nets’ in art-making, which are
abandoned fishing nets found washed up in the Gulf of Carpentaria causing far reaching impact
to marine life.

• Art historical information relevant to the art centre as a whole. This may include the origins of art
production in the community. For example, Ikuntji Artists19 in Central Australia mentions their
important historical role as a former women’s centre on their website. In addition to this, images
of work produced over time, explanations of key visual systems, mediums and materials, and
the ways meaning may be communicated through art are vital for making audience connections.
Information of this kind can be seen in the explanations of memorial poles, bark painting and
fibre weaving on the website of Arnhem Land’s Buku-Larrnggay Mulka.20

• Artist biographies, samples of work and exhibition histories. The art centre website may be the
only record of an artist’s body of work which is accessible to a global audience. Without including
individual artist biographies, a collective, ethnographic frame for the art may be implied and this
is agency-limiting for an artist and at odds with the positioning of Indigenous art as contemporary
fine art. Finally, clear links to relevant publications, partner galleries and media coverage provides
additional and valuable context around the art.

The art centre website framework described above takes an expansive and complementary
approach to the usual knowledge transfer paradigms for Indigenous arts education. It also conveniently
incorporates content which addresses some of the perceived barriers to Indigenous tourism, highlights
a number of the most preferred features of remote Indigenous tourism and fosters cross-cultural
competencies in those interested in visiting art centres. The framework emphasises the distinct value
in a localised approach, allowing every art centre to highlight their own cultural, social, historical and
geographic diversity.

6. Conclusions

Art centre cultural tourism is a focus of this article, with the Northern Territory’s investment in the
new Territory Arts Trail a catalyst for inquiry. This article has argued that art centres can strategically
position themselves to provide deep context around their art with the use of a practical website
framework for tailored content which offers both cultural tourism and Indigenous arts education
benefits. Developing an enhanced website with the framework described is a project that must
be directed and controlled by an art centre and its member artists using external skills as needed.
It consequently supports artists’ self-determination and agency. Art centres are certainly constrained
by funds and resources and this makes new projects particularly challenging. However, some initial
solutions have been suggested in the article to overcome these constraints.

This article presents the following main points in support of its argument for a framework to
create strategic art centre website content for cultural tourism and Indigenous arts education purposes:

17 https://injalak.com/culture/ (accessed on 21 August 2019).
18 http://pormpuraawartculture.com/ghostnet.html (accessed on 21 August 2019).
19 https://ikuntji.com.au (accessed on 18 August 2019).
20 https://yirrkala.com/yidaki-fibre-ceremonial-poles-bark-painting-sculptures/ (accessed on 21 August 2019).
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• Australia’s new Northern Territory Arts Trail campaign includes a number of remote art centres as
tourism destinations. Existing research into Indigenous tourism uptake indicates low awareness
and an even lower preference for its participation. Given that tourists first require information in
order to make their travelling decisions, the opportunity exists for art centres to make strategic
website content available to inform and possibly influence prospective cultural tourists.

• Art centres can enhance their websites with content to address some of the perceived barriers
to remote Indigenous cultural tourism and to cultivate cross-cultural competencies in tourists.
Existing tourism research is also utilized as a basis for sharpening and refining content to highlight
the Indigenous tourism attributes most important to domestic consumers (Akbar 2016), and which
may have the potential to influence tourist decision making.

• Art centres can create strategic website content which highlights the social, historical, cultural and
geographic contexts of Indigenous art as a way of making cross-cultural connections between the
art and audiences (Vogel 2013). This contextual approach is localised, adaptable and educational.
It supports art sales and it also conveniently incorporates a number of the most important features
of remote Indigenous tourism, such as ‘breathtaking landscapes’ as well as information to address
tourism barriers. In this article, explaining context is used as the scaffold of a framework for
tailored art centre website content with the aim of supporting informed cultural tourism and
localised insight into Indigenous arts.

Art centre websites have a global reach and art centres themselves have a mandate for the
transmission of Indigenous culture beyond their community. Connections between Indigenous art
and any of its global audiences, whether cultural tourists or otherwise, must be scaffolded by an
appreciation of cross-cultural similarities, hybridities and differences. Knowing this, art centres can
utilise the framework for website content developed here to provide rich context around the art which
supports their cultural tourism initiatives and furthers Indigenous arts education and insight.
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